
Solar System



The four inner planets 
closest to the Sun are 
Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
and Mars.

Mercury is the closest 
planet to the Sun.

The Solar System includes 
the Sun, planets, dwarf 
planets and smaller 
objects which orbit the 
Sun.

Mars is often referred to 
as the Blue Planet.

The asteroid belt is an 
area between Mercury 
and Venus.

The Moon is the largest 
member of the Solar 
System.



How many known moons 
does Neptune have?

Which planet is often referred 
to as the “The Ringed Planet”?

What is the tallest mountain 
in the Solar System?

Which planet is sometimes 
referred to as Earth’s sister 
planet?

Which planet is closest 
to the sun?

All of the planets orbit the 
Sun in the same ____ 
direction.
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The Solar System includes the Sun, _____ 
planets, dwarf planets and smaller objects 
which orbit the ____. It also includes the 

moons, asteroids, comets, dust and ____.  
The Sun is the largest member of the Solar 

System. Life on Earth would not exist 
without the Sun.  There are eight planets 

in our Solar System. They consist of 
________, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The ____ 

inner planets closest to the Sun are 
Mercury, Venus, ______, and Mars. These 

planets are called terrestrial planets 
because they are smaller with a ______ 
surface. The terrestrial planets have few 

or no _______. The four planets furthest 
from the Sun are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 

and Neptune. These four planets are 
called gas ______.

rocky

four

gas

giants

Earth

Mercury

eight

sun

moons



Similar to full planets but  
not large enough Dwarf planets

A measure of the amount 
of matter in an object

Made of ice, dust, carbon 
dioxide and rocks

Minor planets with an 
irregular shape that circle 
the sun

A system of ideas used 
to explain something

Planets closest to the 
Sun



Type here:

Type here:

Type here:



How do the outer planets differ 
from the inner planets? 

Do you think that water exists on 
any other planet in our Solar 
System? Explain your answer.

If humans ever travel to other 
planets, which planet would they 
most likely visit? Explain your 
answer.

Do you think the outer planets 
contain any life? Explain your 
answer.
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Type the phrase 
here:


